




Passion Quilt
Indigo Dream and Rising Sun

Designer: Georgie Gerl

Let’s Begin

Before you begin read all instructions. Referring to project 
Cutting Chart, cut First Cuts strips as indicated in chart then cut 
smaller pieces listed under Next Cuts from these strips. Use a 
4”-wide accurate seam allowance and assembly line method to 
construct this quilt. Press seams in direction of arrows as 
indicated in each diagram.

Making the Patchwork Block

This quilt consist of three different shades of green in the Indigo 
Dream quilt and three different blues in the Rising Sun quilt for 
Fabric D patchwork block background, refer to layout and step 
diagrams to make the blocks noting light, medium, and dark 
fabric placements, each block uses four of each shade. 

1. Sew one %2” Fabric B square between two !2” x %2” Fabric 
C strips. Press seams toward Fabric C. Sew this unit between two 
!2” x &2” Fabric C strips as shown. Press. Make six.

2. Sew one !2” x #2” Fabric C piece between two different #2” 
Fabric D squares as shown. Make twelve using medium and light 
green squares, six using dark and light green squares, and six 
using dark and medium green squares.

3. Referring to layout, sew one unit from step 1 between two 
different units from step 2 as shown. Press. Make six using differ-
ent green combinations. 
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4. Sew one unit from step 2 between two different #2” Fabric D 
squares. Press. Make twelve using different fabric combinations.

5. Sew one unit from step 3 between two units from step 4 as 
shown. Press. Make six using different fabric combinations.

6. Sew one unit from step 5 between two !2” x !#2” Fabric C 
strips. Press seams toward Fabric B. Sew this unit between two 
!2” x !%2” Fabric C strips as shown. Press. Make six Patchwork 
Block. Block measures !%2” square.

Making the Quilt

1. Sew one ^2” x #” Fabric E piece to one !2” x #” Fabric C 
piece as shown. Press. Make four. 



2. Sew one ^2”  x &2” Fabric E piece to one unit from step 1 as 
shown. Press. Make four, two of each variation.

3. Sew one !2” x (” Fabric F strip to one unit from step 2 as 
shown. Press. Make four, two of each variation.

4. Sew one !2” x *2” Fabric F strip to one unit from step 3 as 
shown. Press. Make four, two of each variation.
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5. Sew one &2” x !)” Fabric G piece to one unit from step 4 as 
shown. Press. Make four, two of each variation.

6. Sew one !%2” x (2” Fabric G piece to one unit from step 5 as 
shown. Press. Make four, two of each variation.

7. Sew one Patchwork Block between two units from step 6, one 
of each variation as shown. Press. Make two. This is the top and 
bottom rows.

Make  2
Top and Bottom Rows

Use a 4”-wide seam allowance for this project. If 
seam allowances differ as little as z” assembling 
blocks will be difficult, especially when incorporat-
ing several block designs in one quilt. 

   • Cut three !2” x ^” strips of fabric from assorted 
scraps. Sew pieces together lengthwise to make one 
#2” x 6” pieced unit.

   • Center strip should measure !” x ^” and the two 
sidepieces should measure !4” x ^”. If unit measures 
differently check to see if seams have been pressed 
flat. If the piece still differs cut new strips and adjust 
seam allowances until you achieve the perfect seam.

Accurate Seam Allowance Tip
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8. Sew one !%2” x @2”  Fabric G strip to one Patchwork Block as shown. Press. Make four, two of each variation. 

9.  Arrange and sew together one &2” x (2” Fabric G piece, one 
!2” x &2” Fabric F strip, one ^2” x &2”  Fabric E piece, and 
one !2” x &2” Fabric C strip as shown. Press. Make two. Sew 
one unit from this step between two units from step 8 as shown. 

Adding the Borders
 
1. Sew  !2” x $@” Fabric F strips end-to-end to make one continuous !2”-wide Fabric F strip. Press. Measure quilt from side to side. 
Cut two  !2”-wide strips to this measurement. Sew strips to top and bottom of quilt. Press seams toward border. 

2. Measure quilt through center from top to bottom, including borders just added. Cut two  !2”-wide Fabric strips to that measurement. 
Sew to sides of quilt and press.

3. Referring to steps 1 and 2 to join, measure, trim, and sew  &2”-wide Fabric H strips to top and bottom of quilt, and ^2”-wide Fabric 
H strips to sides of quilt. Press. 

Finishing the Quilt

1. Cut backing fabric piece into two equal pieces. Sew pieces together to make one *)” x (^” approximate backing piece. Press and 
trim backing to measure &%” x (^”. 

2. Press backing and quilt top trimming all excess threads. Layer and baste backing, batting, and quilt top together. Hand or machine 
quilt as desired.  

3. Use @w”-wide Fabric C strips to bind quilt as desired. 

10. Sew one !*2” x #&2” Fabric A piece between two unit from 
step 9 as shown. Press. This is the middle row.

11. Referring to layout, sew the middle row between top and 
bottom row. Press. Sew  @2” x $@” Fabric G strips end-to-end to 
make one continuous @2”-wide Fabric G strip. Press. Measure 
quilt from side to side. Cut two  @2”-wide strips to this measure-
ment. Sew to top, and bottom of quilt. Press seams toward 
border. This completes the center of the quilt.



Passion Quilt Layout
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